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2016

SUMMARY

T

iger Trust is in its 27th year of “Caring for the

most eminent and experienced dignitaries from Ra-

Wild” with the single focused aim to stand for

jasthan who are working towards the conservation

the Conservation of Wildlife and Natural Resources.

of wildlife. Activities also included morning safaris,

With all the different activities and trainings, Tiger

and a visit to Ranthambhore Fort, which was built

Trust also conducted various awareness programs

in the tenth century, and proudly towers over the

throughout Rajasthan and Delhi to spread aware-

entire park.

ness amongst students–the future decision makers
for conserving the wild. Tiger Trust has, in the past,

Preparations were made for organizing Nature

organized several campaigns to invite attention of

Camp. A proposal for collaboration with the Trust

dignitaries and higher officials addressing various

was forwarded via an email, and the School Coor-

issues threatening wildlife and natural resources.

dinator of the Middle Wing, Ms. Sushma Kalia responded positively. Ms. Anjana Gosain and Shalini

SAVE THE ROAR is a similar campaign which is be-

Nair discussed the modalities of the Camp and Oc-

ing carried out by Tiger Trust to give an opportu-

tober 1 to October 4, 2016 was finalized as the date

nity to students to come together and share their

for the Nature Camp based on mutual availability

ideas and experiences. This year (2016), Tiger Trust

of date.

organized Save the Roar, a 3-day workshop with

Tiger Trust in partnership with the Nature Club of

35 students from the ASN Senior Secondary Public

Rajasthan worked as co-hosts for the event. Mr. YK

School, Mayur Vihar, New Delhi. The Nature Camp

Sahu–Conservator of Forest and Field Director, Ran-

commenced from October 1 to October 4, 2016 at

thambhore Tiger Reserve, and Mr. Balendu Singh–

Hotel Siddhi Vinayak, Sawai Madhopur in Rajasthan.

the former Honorary Chief Wildlife Warden, and Mr.

The Program included interesting sessions by the

Sudarshan Sharma, Deputy Forest Officer, Ranth-
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ambhore Tiger Reserve graced the occasion with
their presence and had enlightening discussions
with the students on conservation of tigers. The
students had astimulating interactive session with
these officials and were able to ask questions about
various topics. These sessions enabled the students
to enhance their knowledge and the reality of the
conservation issues.

ASN Students and Teachers with Mr YK Sahu, Mr Sudarshan Sharma, Mr Balendu Singh and Ms Anjana Gosain
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RESOURCE

1

PERSONS

Ms. Anjana Gosain, a Senior Attorney at

tiger population in Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve.

the Honorable Supreme Court of India and an

He shared his experience and the problems related

.

eminent environmentalist, is the Chief Function-

to anthropogenic interference in the reserve.

ary Officer, resource person, and faculty at the Tiger
Trust. She has been associated with the Tiger Trust
for over two decades and is responsible for all the

3

.

Mr. Balendu Singh, Former Honorary Chief

Wildlife Warden serves Ranthambhore Tiger

training programs organized by the Trust. Ms. An-

Reserve as Honorary Wildlife Warden for more than

jana took over the workshops, guides, coordinates,

2 years. He is known as “Friends of Tigers”. He has

and develops training modules, prepares training

been associated with Tiger Trust since long time

manuals, motivates the trainees/participants, or-

and is renowned for his excellent tiger’s photogra-

ganizes logistics for the training, and more. She is

phy. He grew up in a family of hunters and gained

the author of Compilation of Cases under the Wildlife

knowledge about wildlife in the field. He has pro-

Protection Act (1972) and Ready Reckoner for Success-

moted eco-tourism in Rajasthan. He is specially

ful Prosecution of Wildlife Criminals.

invited by Tiger Trust to share his thoughts and experience with new buds of future society about the

2

.

Mr. Y.K. Sahu- Conservator of Forest and

wildlife.

Field Director, Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve,

addressed on the issues of Conservation of Tigers,
present condition of the tigers in the Ranthamb-

4

. Mr. Sudarshan Sharma, Deputy Forest Of-

ficer, Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve, addressed

hore Tiger Reserve and the migration of tigers to

the issues of conservation of the environment and

the nearby area of the reserve, to the students so as

the ground reality of tiger protection. He explained

to make them aware about the present status of the

how the tigers hunt and their behavioural patterns.
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NATURE CAMP
DAY ONE : OCTOBER 1ST 2016

The evening of October 1, 2016 began with reach-

students of ASN Senior Secondary Public School

ing Sawai Madhopur Railway Station at 6.20PM.

to give a brief introduction about themselves.

The students were enthralled by the paintings and

Around 35 students participated in this campaign

graffiti of tigers done on the walls of the railway sta-

along with 3 teachers from ASN School. Ms. Anjana

tion. A formal introduction about the Program was

further explained the importance for conducting

given in the Conference Hall of Hotel Siddhivinayak,

such a workshop and also gave a brief introduction

Sawai Madhopur by the Chief Functionary Officer of

about Tiger Trust and its activities.

Tiger Trust, Ms. Anjana Gosain. Ms. Gosain asked the

Students from ASN School

Ms. Gosain expounded on the importance of such
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Ms Gosain also mentioned how such initiatives of

campaigns for conservation approaches. She fur-

Tiger Trust have changed perceptions of thousands

ther discussed the schedule of the Program, rules of

of people for tiger conservation. She motivated the

conduct for the Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve, and

students to participate fully in this initiative of Tiger

a mock case to perform with the students. She also

Trust and join hands in conservation of the majestic

briefed the students about the park and the current

species.

population of tigers in Ranthambhore, which are 63.

DAY TWO : OCTOBER 2nd 2016
On October 2, 2016 the students were taken on a

and scenery around the forts. Ranthambhore Fort

morning safari to the forest where one group was

is one of the six forts included in the World Herit-

lucky enough to spot two tigers, namely, Pacman

age Site inscription. Hill Forts of Rajasthan (in north

and Arrowhead. The students were accompanied

India) are an UNESCO World Heritage Site. These

by Mr. Pankaj Joshi(Naturalist) who identified many

are as follows: Chittorgarh Fort, Kumbhalgarh Fort,

animals and birds including, monitor lizard, green

Ranthambhore Fort, Gagron Fort, Amber Fort, and

scented sandpiper, brown fish owl, etc. After a

Jaisalmer Fort.

short break, the students were taken on a ride to

The forts are mainly based in the Aravali range and

the Ranthambhore Fort located inside the forest.

were built between the fifth and seventeenth to

The students were impressed by the historical fort

eighteenth centuries AD. Ranthambhore Fort lies

Tiger Pacman found cooling off in a pool

within the Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve, situated
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is nearly wild. Approach to Fort lies through a nar-

near the town of Sawai Madhopur. It was the former

row valley withfour fortified gateways. The Misrad-

hunting ground of the Maharajas of Jaipur before

hara Gate, ruined building inside include Hammir’s

Independence. The Fort is known for the glory and

court, Badal Mahal, Dhula Mahal, and Phansi Ghar.

valour of Hammir Dev of Chauhan dynasty. Inside

Lord Ganesha temple lies close to the main entry

the Ranthambhore Fort there are three Hindu tem-

gate to Fort. A small perennial stream called Gupt

ples dedicated to Lord Ganesha, Shiva, and Ramla-

Ganga flows in this part of Fort.

laji constructed in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries from red Karauli stone. There is also a Jain

After the Fort ride, the students had a talk withMr.

temple of Lord Sumatinath (fifth Jain Tirthankar)

YK Sahu–Conservator of Forest and Field Direc-

and Lord Sambhavanath. Ranthambhore Fort cov-

tor, Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve, and Mr. Balendu

ers the entire top of a hill. It got its name from two

Singh– the former Honorary Chief Wildlife Warden,

adjoining hills─Rann and Thambhore. It lies on Th-

and Mr. Sudarshan Sharma, Deputy Forest Officer,

ambhore Hill overlooking Rann. The wall of Fort is

Ranthambhore Tiger Reserve who shared their ex-

about 7km in length and area of entire Fort is 4 sq.

periences on the forest and talked about Machhli.

km. The Fort includes within it old ruins, palaces,

The students were enthusiastic and interacted with

temples, cenotaphs, step-wells, and houses. The

them very well and all of them answered all the

Fort is divided into western and eastern parts, latter

questions posed by the young minds.

Students interacting with Mr Sudarshan Sharma
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DAY THREE : OCTOBER 3rd 2016
On the morning of October 3, 2016 the students

spiration from the famous Chipko Movement. One

had a busy day ahead of them. First, a slogan writ-

student also gave an enthralling speech on the im-

ing competition was conductedwhere the students

portance of conservation and the dire need of it in

had to apply their creative minds and pen down a

the present day and time. Finally, the students from

slogan on environment conservation.

ASN Senior Secondary Public School performed a
street play and a dance. The street play was based

Thereafter, students from Tiny Tots Public School

on the various facets of environment conservation

and Senior Secondary Girls School, Sawai Mad-

and conveyed their message on conservation very

hopur arrived for the cultural event. Mr. Balendu

well. Traditional ‘bhangra’ dance was performed.

Singh graced the occasion along with Mr. Arun
Sharma, Conservator of Forest and Mrs. Sharma,
Principal Senior Secondary Girls School. Students
from the Senior Secondary Girls School performed
traditional dance on three songs with great flair of
the art.
Further, the students from Tiny Tots performed a
beautiful play on the importance of trees taking in-

Students of ASN School during the Slogan Writing Competition
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ASN students performing a Street Play

Students from Tiny Tots performing a play
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Mr. Balendu Singh also spoke to all the students and
gave them anecdotes on Machhli and her antics
and why she was such a fascinating animal to capture on camera. All the students also received a pen
stand and a pencil from Tiger Trust, both of which
were made of recycled materials. The students from
all three schools then broke off for lunch before reconvening for an evening safari.

Before the commencement of the safari, all the students were taken to a spot to see how camera traps
operate. Mr. Sharma organized this for the students
and a demonstration of the camera was shown to
the students. The students learnt about how the
cameras are placed and how often they need to be
retrieved and replaced and how the analysis and re-

Pen stand and pencil made of recycled material

search is conducted.
The evening safari resulted in only canter catching a
glimpse of a tiger while the other canters had hard
luck.

At the end of the day, the prizes for the three best
slogans were declared. Students who won received
a big laminated picture of Machhli. Ms. Gosain took
a feedback from all the students. All the students
were happy after a 3-day workshop and enjoyed
themselves thoroughly. Ms. Gosain ended the workshop by delivering a vote of thanks and thanked all
the students along with the teachers who participated in the workshop. She also thanked the hotel
staff for their cooperation.

Mr. Sharma displaying the camera traps used to
capture photographs of the tigers for research and
census purpose
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CONCLUSION

The workshop concluded on 4 October 2016 with

ment. Through the medium of discussions, jungle

the students going back to their homes with bitter-

safaris and cultural programmes, the students were

sweet memories of the trip. The feedback from the

able to grasp on the significance of preservation of

students received indicated that they had a won-

the environment.

derful time and also learnt a lot in the entire jour-

All the students were given mementos in the form

ney. The workshop was conducted to achieve the

of handmade pencil stand along with one pencil

goal of sensitising the young minds on the neces-

and participation certificates.

sary goal of conservation of nature and the environ-

Girls from ASN School in the canter on the way to the Safari
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ANNEXURES

Participation Certificate
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LIST OF STUDENTS

SL NO

Name of student

Class

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Vanshika Sinha
Soumya Rathore
Yashica Dhingra
Pranima Sharma
Jasmine Saini
Ananya Jain
Dipali Goyal
Samarth Beri
Sarvagya Kaushik
Priyanshu Papreja
Naman Sharma
Manya Mahendru
Vinayak Sharma
Sambhav Jain
Satyansh Dhameeja

VII C
VII C
VII C
VII E
VII E
VII E
VII F
VII F
VII F
VII F
VII F
VII F
VII F
VII F
VII F

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Adi Mathur
Garv Nagar
Shrey Bharadwaj
Upasana Goel
Kriti Verma
Aparna Tripathi
Isha Jain
Vanshika Gupta
Aditee Aggarwal
Tushita Chandran
Vaibhav Chopra
Pranaya Bansal
Siddarth Mital
Nishika Taneja
Aditya Srivastava

VII F
VII G
VII G
VIII A
VIII A
VIII A
VIII A
VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
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SL NO

Name of student

Class

31
32
33
34
35

Mohak Garg
Shubangi Arora
Mahak Mathur
Prasiddhi Sinha
Pushkar Verma

VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
VIII C
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PHOTO GALLERY

Ms Mamta, Ms Bhumija and Ms Anjana Gosain

Mr Sharma, Mr Balendu Singh and a Journalist
watching the cultural program
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Student from Sr. Secondary Govt. Girls School,
Sawai Madhopur performing a dance

Ms Anjana Gosain with a student from Tiny Tots
School

Ms Bhumija delivering the Vote of Thanks in the cultural program
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Monitor Lizard spotted in the jungle

Tiger Arrowhead spotted in the Reserve
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Mr. Sudarshan Sharma, Mr. Y.K.Sahu and Mr. Balendu Singh

Ms Mamta, Ms Bhumija, Mr YK Sahu, Ms. Anjana Gosain, Mr Sudarshan Sharma and Mr Balendu Singh

